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Dr. Lavigne and his coauthors [2] performed a PRCT to
address a question that needs to be answered urgently: can
resurfacing provide superior function over conventional hip
replacement for active patients that might make the
reported higher risk of reoperation worthwhile?
However, their power calculation was based on the
premise that anything less than a 12% increase in normal
walking speed would not be significant on the grounds that
an earlier study had found such a difference between
patients who had hip resurfacing and those with an arthritic
hip [3]. This position is obtuse. The difference between the
comfortable walking speeds of fit men in their 30s and 70s
is only 0.13 m/second or less than 10% [1]. In fast walking,
as measured by Lavigne et al. [2], which might be considered a surrogate for top speed, the patients who had hip
resurfacing walked 0.9 m/second, or 5% faster than the

patients who had total hip replacements, however the study
was not powered to detect this difference.
Others have noted that patients who had hip resurfacing
have higher UCLA scores than patients who had hip
replacements [4], suggesting that at higher levels of
activity, the presence of a normal femoral neck and head
might confer some advantage.
This costly and well-conducted trial has contributed a
detailed methodology to the literature. However, by setting
a bar of 12% superiority, the authors appear determined to
avoid finding a 10% significance, a level that medical
interventions use across many specialities. Even a 5%
performance improvement in any sport would constitute
overwhelming superiority. Such a type II error should be
acknowledged in a trial which genuinely is seeking to
establish superiority of an intervention.
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